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Continued from page 7 HATE
Trump sells the vicarious experience of being a "winner"
compared to other schlubs. His lack of empathy is often cited
as evidence of narcissistic sociopathy, and maybe it is, but it's
a chicken-and-egg question. Was he always like this? Or did he
become more this way because among his other weaknesses, he's
clearly addicted to the worst kind of political media?
We can excuse almost anything in America except losing. And
we love a freak show.
Trump was the best of both worlds, as far as the press was
concerned: a Crossfire-style attacker on the one hand, and a
lurid and disgusting monster-freak for audiences to look down
on on the other. There is no better commercial situation for the
American media than a president about whom a porn star can
write, "I had sex with that, I'd say to myself, Eech."
Leo Tolstoy, in a sto1y called the Kreutzer Sonata, once
described a character who visited a P.T. Barnum circus in P aris.
The character went into a tent promising a rare "water-dog," and
paid a franc to see an ordina1y canine wrapped in sealskin.
When he came out, Barnum used the man to sell more tickets,
shouting to the crowd: '"Ask the gentleman if it is not worth see
ing! Come in, come in! It only costs a franc!' And in my confu
sion I did not dare to answer that there was nothing curious to
be seen, and it was upon my false shame that the Barnum must
have counted."
We count on your shame in the same way. vVe know you know
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the news we show you is demeaning, disgusting, pointless, and
not really intended to inform.
But we assume you'll be too embarrassed to admit you spend
hours eve1y day poring through content specifically designed to
stroke your point of view. Like Tolstoy's weak hero, you'll pay to
hide your shame.
The idea behind most political coverage is to get you to turn on
the TV and within minutes have you tsk-tsking and saying, "What
idiots!" And, from there, it's a short hop to, "Fuck those commie
loving tree-buggers!" or "Fuck the Hitler-loving freaks!"
We can't get you there unless you follow all the rules. Accept
a binary world and pick a side. Embrace the reality of being sur
rounded by evil stupidity. Feel indignant, righteous, and smart.
Hate losers, love winners. Don't challenge yourself. And during
the commercials, do some shopping.
Congratulations, you're the perfect news consumer.■

Matt Taibbi is a contributing editor for Rolling Stone and
winner of the 2008 National Magazine Award for columns
and commentary. This essay 'is adapted from Hate, Inc., Why
Today's Media Makes Us Despise One Another, Ta·ibbi's forth
coming title from OR Books. See the ad on page 3 of this issue
of The Washington Spectator for information on how you can
pre-order this much-anticipated new book.

